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We give the entire  
fitness industry a strong voice.
Ralph Scholz, CEO FitnessConnected



This platform creates synergies, drives  
innovations and clearly communicates the
the health-relevant importance of this market.  
In short: It enables the re-start of the  
fitness industry.

FitnessConnected creates this re-launch. Because 

we are rethinking the trade show. The basis for this 

is a holistic B2B ecosystem for marketing, sales and 

networking that uses three strong pillars: Premium 

trade show, virtual innovation platform and additional 

touchpoints. With this combination, we combine the 

advantages of the online and offline worlds in a unique 

way. Our customers benefit 365 days a year - at a very 

good price-performance ratio!

FitnessConnected brings together decision-makers 

from the interdisciplinary and international world of the 

fitness, sports and health market in one place. Thanks 

to many strong cooperation partners, we make valuable 

expertise accessible to all participants. Together we 

redefine goals and opportunities and get innovations off 

the ground. And you can comfortably concentrate on 

the most important thing of all: Your business!

FitnessConnected has a clear claim: 

innovative · focused · smart! Find out what we  

mean by this. And how your personal re-start  

will succeed with us.

The fitness industry 
needs sustainable  
solutions and  perspec-
tives – now more than 
ever. It needs a smart  
platform that  connects  
all players  in this  
exceptionally diverse 
market.

  TO RE-START,  
WE NEED 

 INNOVATIONS!

FitnessConnected – Fachmesse neu gedacht



INNOVATIVE

WHY  
INNOVATIVE? 

Be part of the pioneers!

Our thinking is already evident in our holistic B2B 
ecosystem: we combine a three-day physical trade 
show with a year-round virtual innovation platform 
and additional touchpoints. This smart combina-
tion of the offline and online worlds has not yet been 
done in this format.

FitnessConnected is innovative because we bring 

together decision makers from across the fitness,  

sport and health industry in a pure B2B format.  

We are convinced that this concentrated inter- 

disciplinary and international know-how is fertile  

ground for many new ideas and connections. The  

entire fitness industry will have a platform for its  

innovative products, services and concepts – and  

a strong common voice.

FitnessConnected is innovative in its complete  

visual appearance. Our extraordinary trade show  

design, in combination with the flexible system booths,  

optimises the presentation possibilities for exhibitors.  

It provides visitors with easier orientation and a pure 

feel-good ambience. This is how we visually implement 

the high value of FitnessConnected.

FitnessConnected  
focuses on innovation.  
Because innovation  
makes the re-start of  
the fitness industry  
possible – even in  
difficult times.

SPEED UP YOUR BUSINESS: 
THE INNOVATION PLATFORM

  In addition to the fixed trade show date, 
exhibitors present their new products 
and  services here independent of time 
and place.

  As the innovation platform is contin-
uously advertised, exhibitors benefit               
from a high level of attention throughout 
the year – and not only before and after 
the trade show

  Interested clients are proactively and 
regularly informed about news – and                
never miss an innovation!

FitnessConnected is innovative 365 days a year –  

with our innovation platform:

www.fitness-connected.com



INNOVATIVE
FOCUSEDWHY  
FOCUSED?

FitnessConnected is focused because our trade 

show has reduced booth space. A booth may have a 

maximum area of 250 square metres. For exhibitors, this 

means: they can effectively put their innovations in the 

spotlight. For visitors, this means: they can concentrate 

on the essentials and experience many innovations in a 

manageable space.

FitnessConnected is focused because we take as 

much hassle off your hands as possible. So that you can 

concentrate on your business and enjoy a feel-good 

ambience at the same time. This is ensured, for example, 

by free central catering for visitors.

And our externally provided service personnel addition-

ally ease the exhibitors’ workload.

FitnessConnected  
puts the emphasis on 
focus. Because we are 
convinced: Success 
doesn’t need a lot of 
space – success needs 
the right space. So that 
you can concentrate  
fully and completely on 
the most important thing: 
Your business!

Focus on the most important!

FitnessConnected – trade show rethought

FitnessConnected is focused on business. As a 

pure B2B portal, we guarantee a very high professional 

depth and quality. The combination of interdisciplinarity 

250
sqm  
booth space  
maximally  
possible

and internationality as well as the trade show’s  

professional supporting program act as additional  

innovation accelerators. Ideal conditions for your  

personal business.



SMART
WHY  
SMART?

FitnessConnected is smart because we offer con-

centrated know-how. At the supporting program of  

our trade show, you can get a head start on knowledge 

for your individual business. All facets of the fitness 

industry have their rightful place with us.

FitnessConnected is smart thanks to the for-

ward-looking pandemic concept for our trade show.  

This ensures maximum planning security and trans-

parency even in difficult times. We stick to our values 

reliability, flexibility and fairness.

FitnessConnected is smart because we respond  

to needs in a very flexible and service-oriented way.  

For example, with our modular system trade show  

booths, which we stock in sufficient quantities from the  

S variant (6 square metres) to the premium XXXL variant 

(247 square metres).

FitnessConnected  
focuses on intelligence.
We are convinced that 
the successful re-start  
of the fitness industry  
will be achieved when  
all its sub-sectors  
network in one place, 
question old knowledge 
and share new one.

Learn for life!

We stand for a smart fitness economy  
where the focus on health and digitalization  
has the highest priority.

SMART CAREFREE PACKAGE

As an exhibitor, you simply supply us  

with the graphic data for your system 

booth. We take care of the complete  

planning and production.  

All you need for the trade show are your  

own exhibits.

www.fitness-connected.com



NETWORK

THE ENTIRE    
FITNESS WORLD UNITED

FitnessConnected – trade show rethought

We are networking  
the international  
fitness industry  
in one place.
Ralph Scholz, CEO FitnessConnected

www.aciso.com

one-hospitality.de/summitwww.ifaa.de

www.expertenallianz-gesundheit.de www.physiobizz.de

innovative · focused · smart: this philosophy has 

convinced some renowned international big names in 

the fitness industry. As partners, they support Fitness-

Connected with their in-depth know-how, their many 

years of industry experience and a comprehensive 

network. And they enrich our holistic B2B ecosystem 

enormously.

Together we shape the fitness industry with all its 

facets and give it a strong voice in politics, business and 

science. Together we succeed in re-starting. So that 

your personal products, services and concepts have a 

successful future. We have the platform for this.

www.ihrsa.org

STRONG BRANDS ON BOARD

As part of the ISPO Net-

work, FitnessConnected 

has the world‘s largest 

platform for trends and innovations in the 

sports business at its side. 

Well-known partners of FitnessConnected 
cover all facets of a future-oriented fitness 
industry.

http://www.aciso.com
http://one-hospitality.de/summit
https://www.ifaa.de/events/uebersicht/ifaa-solutions/
http://www.expertenallianz-gesundheit.de
http://www.physiobizz.de
http://www.ihrsa.org


Interested in being an exhibitor?
sales@fitness-connected.com

Now you know how to rethink trade show:

  with a holistic offline and online B2B platform as an innovation accelerator

  with a spatial focus on the essentials: Your business

  with the networking of interdisciplinary and international know-how from  
fitness, sport and health

  with many strong partners from the entire fitness industry at your side

This is how your personal re-start will succeed! Be a driver of innovation –  
and play an active role in shaping the change of the fitness industry!
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